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ABSTRACT: Organic materials are promising for applications
in spintronics due to their long spin-relaxation times in addition
to their chemical flexibility and relatively low production costs.
Most studies of organic materials for spintronics focus on
nonpolar dielectrics or semiconductors, serving as passive
elements in spin transport devices. Here, we demonstrate that
employing organic ferroelectrics, such as poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF), as barriers in magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJs) allows new functionality in controlling the tunneling
spin polarization via the ferroelectric polarization of the barrier.
Using first-principles methods based on density functional
theory we investigate the spin-resolved conductance of Co/PVDF/Co and Co/PVDF/Fe/Co MTJs as model systems. We show
that these tunnel junctions exhibit multiple resistance states associated with different magnetization configurations of the electrodes
and ferroelectric polarization orientations of the barrier. Our results indicate that organic ferroelectrics may open a new and
promising route in organic spintronics with implications for low-power electronics and nonvolatile data storage.
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Organic materials have proven to be important for electronics
by virtue of being cheap, environmentally friendly, flexible,

easy to process, and offering virtually unlimited variations of
functionality.1,2 Recently it was demonstrated that organic mate-
rials are also very promising for spintronics, a branch of elec-
tronics that employs spin degrees of freedom in electronic
devices.3,4 This is due to a weak spin-orbit coupling that allows
maintaining the spin information over large distances.5,6 The first
experiments by Dediu et al.7 indicated a possibility to inject
spins into an organic material, sexithiophene. Later, Xiong et al.8

demonstrated a sizable spin-valve effect using an Alq3 (tris-
[8-hydroxyquinoline] aluminum) layer as a spacer between
La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) and Co electrodes. These results have
stimulated significant research activity in studying spin transport
across organic films.9-14Most experiments used a relatively thick
(∼100 nm) organic layers in which the electron transport is via
noncoherent hopping. Recently, there have been several success-
ful attempts to produce thin organic barriers in which the
transport is in the tunneling regime.12-14 A particularly notable
result is the observation of a large 300% tunneling magnetore-
sistance (TMR) in LSMO/Alq3(2 nm)/Co MTJs by Barraud
et al.,14 where the possibility of chemical tuning of spin transport
properties was demonstrated.

The above studies were focused on nonpolar dielectrics or
semiconductors serving as passive elements in spin transport
devices. In this work, we explore organic ferroelectrics as func-
tional elements for spintronics applications. Organic ferroelectric
polymers, such as poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and related
copolymers, form high quality ordered layers15 and exhibit robust
ferroelectricity down to monolayer thickness.16 The electric
polarization of PVDF is comparable to that of perovskite oxide
ferroelectrics.17 These properties make PVDF thin films promis-
ing for use as barriers in ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJs).18

Because of their spontaneous polarization, which can be reversed
by applied bias voltage, ferroelectric tunnel barriers allow switch-
ing of the tunneling conductance between two stable states. This
phenomenon, known as tunneling electroresistance (TER), has
been predicted theoretically.19-21 Experimentally, the correla-
tion between the ferroelectric polarization orientation and tun-
neling conductance was recently demonstrated by several groups
on perovskite-oxide ferroelectric films.22-24

Using a ferroelectric thin film as barrier in a MTJ adds an
additional level of functionality. In such a multiferroic tunnel
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junction (MFTJ), the TER and TMR effects coexist.25 On the
basis of first-principles calculations, simultaneous TER and TMR
effects and multiple resistance states were demonstrated in
SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 MFTJs.26 These calculations indi-
cated, in particular, that the spin polarization of the tunneling
conductance and hence TMR inMFTJsmay be controlled by the
ferroelectric polarization of the barrier. Recently, this behavior
was observed experimentally in Fe/BaTiO3/LSMO MFTJs.27

The new functionality that allows electrically addressing spin
degrees freedom may be brought to organic spintronics by
employing organic ferroelectrics as tunnel barriers in MTJs.
To explore the potential of such organic MFTJs, we consider
Co/PVDF/Co and Co/PVDF/Fe/Co (0001) junctions, as
shown schematically in Figure 1a. The ferroelectric polarization
of PVDF [-(CH2-CF2)n-] is determined by the orientation
of the CH2-CF2 monomer with the dipole moment pointing
from F to H atoms. The reversal of ferroelectric polarization is
associated with the rotation of the CH2-CF2 complex so that the
H and F atoms are interchanged. Because of symmetric elec-
trodes, the conductance in the zero-bias limit of the Co/PVDF/
Co (0001) MFTJ is insensitive to the polarization orientation.
To realize a four-state resistance device, we consider a Co/
PVDF/Fe/Co (0001) MFTJ in which one monolayer of Fe is
introduced at the right interface as shown in Figure 1a.

First, we analyze atomic and electronic structure of bulk
PVDF. We use first-principles calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) implemented in a plane-wave pseudo-
potential method in the Quantum-Espresso (QE) package.28

The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation
functional with energy cutoff of 400 eV for the plane wave
expansion and a 4 � 12 � 12 Monkhorst-Pack grid for k-point
sampling are used in the calculations. Further details are provided
in the Supporting Information. We find that the body-centered
orthorhombic structure of bulk PVDF is the most stable struc-
ture, in agreement with the previous studies.29 The unit cell (a =
8.58, b = 5.12, c = 4.91 Å) contains two formula units along the
polymer chain because of a small dihedral deflections (∼7.2�) of
the consecutive monomers (see Figure S1 in Supporting In-
formation). The band gap of 5.8 eV is in good agreement with
experiment (6.5 eV).30 The spontaneous electric polarization of
PVDF is 19.3 μC/cm2 along the [001] direction, in agreement
with previous calculations.17

In our structural model for PVDF-basedMFTJs, we ignore for
simplicity the dihedral deflections so that the unit cell contains
only one VDF monomer along each of the polymer chains. This

PVDF unit cell has a good lattice match with hcp Co (a = 2.507,
c = 4.069 Å) in its equivalent cubic cell. A Co 4� 1 supercell (a =
8.685, b = 2.507 Å) matches within 2% with the PVDF cell
where we choose the C chains to be atop of rows of Co. We find
that PVDF is physisorbed on the metal surface and binding
is obtained only if we take into account Van der Walls forces.
To describe physisorption of PVDF on Co, we use the re-
cently developed dispersion-corrected density functional theory
(DFT-D), in which the Van der Walls interactions are included
semiempirically (see Supporting Information).31 The equilibri-
um interface distances were found to be 2.55 Å and 3.04 Å for
the Co:H and Co:F interfaces respectively. Replacing Co with Fe
at the interface produces small surface relaxation and small
changes in the interface separations which we neglect in further
calculations.

Figure 2 shows the calculated local density of states (DOS) in
the Co/PVDF/Fe/Co MFTJs. By comparing deep core-like
PVDF levels in the bulk and MFTJ, we find that the Fermi
energy is located just aboutmidgap of PVDF, that is, 2.8 eV above
the valence band maximum and 3.0 eV below the conduction
band minimum of the PVDF. The Co and Fe majority-spin 3d
states (Figures 2a,b, top panels) are very similar and fully
occupied, with only s-like density at and around the Fermi level.
Correspondingly the induced majority-spin DOS at the Fermi
level on the H and F interface atoms of the PVDF is nearly
independent of the interface (Figures 2c,d, top panels). This is
different from the minority-spin states, where the Fe-3d band is
shifted up with respect to Co by about 0.8 eV (Figures 2a,b,
bottom panels) due to the smaller number of valence electrons

Figure 1. Atomic structure of (a) Co/PVDF/[Fe]/Co (0001) MFTJs
with three monolayers of PVDF with its ferroelectric polarization
pointing to the left.

Figure 2. Spin-polarized local density of states (DOS) at the interfaces
of Co/PVDF/Fe/Co MFTJ. (a) Total and (b) dz2-projected DOS on
the Co and Fe interface atoms; (c) induced DOS on H and (d) F atoms
adjacent to either Co or Fe. Majority-spin (top) and minority-spin
(bottom panels) DOS are shown. Blue and red lines correspond to Co:X
and Fe:X (X = H or F) interfaces, while solid and dashed lines
correspond to X:H and X:F (X = Co or Fe).
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and larger exchange splitting in Fe. The different electronic band
structure of the minority-spin states in Fe and Co results in a very
different inducedminority-spin DOS on both the interface H and
F atoms (Figures 2c,d, bottom panels).

This situation is reminiscent to that found by Barraud et al.14

and discussed by Sanvito,32 though in our junctions the features
in the DOS are not due to the shift/broadening of intrinsic
atomic levels on the organic molecules. Instead the peaks seen in
Figures 2c,d (bottom panels) near the Fermi energy are metal-
induced gap states (MIGS) that originate from minority-spin
states of the Co and Fe surface and contribute to the tunneling.
The energy of these states is quite sensitive to the atomic species
of the neighboring PVDF termination and thus to the orientation
of the ferroelectric polarization.

Examining the dz2 orbital projection on the Fe atoms reveals
a substantial change in the DOS at and around the Fermi level
upon ferroelectric switching (compare solid and dashed red
curves in Figure 2b). The sensitivity of the dz2 states comes from
the fact that this orbital has a lobe of electronic density oriented
perpendicular to the Fe surface. When the ferroelectric polariza-
tion is to the right, and therefore the positive H atoms are closest
to the Fe surface, it is energetically favorable for these states to be
occupied, that is, lower in energy, because this moves negative
charge toward the positive PVDF surface. When the negatively
charged F atoms are closer, however, it is unfavorable for them to
be occupied, that is, the Fe dz2 states move up in energy. The Co
dz2 orbitals at the other interface are also affected by the ferro-
electric switching. However, since the Co states lie deeper in
energy, DOS does not appreciably change the occupation near
the Fermi level. States deriving from the dz2 (and s) orbitals,
which have long tails along the z direction, contribute signifi-
cantly to the tunneling transport as compared to states deriving
from other orbitals. The enhancement/suppression of the den-
sity of these states at the Fermi level upon polarization switching
alters MIGS (e.g., peak in the HDOS and dip in the FDOS at the
Fe interface, Figures 2c,d). These are entirely consistent with the
results of our transport calculations as discussed below.

The conductance is calculated using a general scattering
formalism33,34 implemented in the QE package.28 The structure
of Figure 1 is considered as the scattering region, ideally attached
on both sides to semi-infinite hcp Co leads. The transmission
and reflection matrices are then obtained by matching the wave
functions in the scattering region to appropriate linear combina-
tions of the Bloch states in the left and right leads. The con-
ductance calculations are performed at zero bias using a uniform
30 � 100 k-point mesh in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone.
Table 1 summarizes results for the conductance of the MFTJs
computed for parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) magnetization
orientation of the electrodes.We define the TMR ratio as TMR=
(GP - GAP)/(GP þ GAP), where GP = Gvv þ GVV is the conduc-
tance for the P configuration, GAP = GvV þ GVv the conductance
for the AP configuration, and vertical arrows indicate the spin
direction. The conductance for AP configuration is calculated
by doubling the unit cell in the current direction and setting
the magnetization in the second Co slab opposite to the first. The
TER ratio is given by TER = (Gr - Gf)/(Gr þ Gf), where
Gr is the conductance for the PVDF polarization pointing to the
left, Gf the conductance for the PVDF polarization pointing
to the right, and horizontal arrows indicate the polarization
direction.

As seen from Table 1, for the Co/PVDF/Co MFTJ we obtain
a minority-spin dominated conductance and inverse TMR. TMR

can be analyzed in terms of the interface transmission functions
(ITFs).35 Qualitatively the TMR can be expressed as TMR =
PCo:HPCo:F, where the interface spin polarizations PCo:H
and PCo:F are determined by the average spin dependent ITFs
Tv and TV, that is, P = (Tv - TV)/(Tv þ TV) (see Supporting
Information). Since the ITFs are proportional to the induced
DOS in the barrier,35 we can read off from Figures 2c,d that
TCo:H
v > TCo:H

V and TCo:F
v < TCo:F

V , and therefore, PCo:H > 0 and
PCo:F < 0 which explains the inverse TMR.

Figure 3a shows the k||-resolved transmission calculated with-
in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone for the Co/PVDF/Co
MFTJ. It is seen that both the majority- and minority-spin
transmission have ellipse-shaped distributions centered at the Γh
point (k|| = 0), which are reminiscent to the transmission found
for the face-centered cubic Co(111) surface.35 Theminority-spin
transmission is larger than the majority-spin transmission due
to a large number of electronic states at the Fermi energy
(conductance channels) available for the minority spins in bulk
Co. As stated earlier, the TER is zero for this junction.

This is contrary to the Co/PVDF/Fe/CoMFTJ that exhibits a
very large TER effect with the conductance for polarization
oriented right being by an order of magnitude higher than the
conductance for polarization oriented left. As seen from Table 1,
the majority-spin conductance in the parallel configuration
changes insignificantly when the ferroelectric polarization is
switched and remains nearly the same as for the Co/PVDF/Co
MFTJ. On the other hand, the minority-spin conductance
changes dramatically with polarization reversal. The whole spin
transport regime is altered from minority- to majority-spin
dominated when the polarization switches from left to right.
Figure 3b,c shows the k||-resolved transmission for the Co/
PVDF/Fe/Co MFTJ. It is seen that the transmission has the
same features as for in the Co/PVDF/Co MFTJ except that the
minority-spin intensity is enhanced (reduced) when the ferro-
electric polarization is pointing to the right (left), that is, for
(Co:F, Fe:H) and (Co:H, Fe:F) interfaces, respectively. This
behavior is consistent with a larger induced DOS at the Fermi
energy by the Fe (Co) electrode on the interface H (F) atom
than the other way around (Figure 2c,d).

These results are consistent with the ITF-based model. We
observe that TCo:H

V < TFe:H
V and TCo:F

V > TFe:F
V . This can be seen,

on one hand, from the DOS on the H and F atoms at the Fermi
energy (Figures 2c,d). On the other hand, this follows from the

Table 1. Conductance Per Unit Cell Area, TMR and TER for
Co/PVDF/[Fe]/Co (0001) MFTJsa

G (10-5 e2/h) TMR (%)

vv VV vV þ Vv

Co/PVDF/Co

r(f) 1.04 2.36 4.71 -16.3

Co/PVDF/Fe/Co

r 1.57 0.60 1.53 17.3

f 1.00 33.62 16.71 34.9

TER (%) -88.2 -83.2
aMajority- and minority-spin conductance for parallel magnetization of
the electrodes (vv and VV, respectively) and the total conductance for the
antiparallel magnetization (vVþVv) are shown for the PVDF polarization
oriented left (r) and right (f).
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k||-resolved transmission (Figures 3b,c) where for each k|| in the
area dominating the transmission these inequalities hold, which
justifies replacing the k||-dependent ITFs with their averages.
Then, since the conductance is proportional to the average
ITFs at both interfaces, for the Co/PVDF/Co junction we have
GVV ∼ TCo:H

V TCo:F
V . For the Co/PVDF/Fe/Co, we obtain

Gr
VV ∼ TCo:H

V TFe:F
V for polarization to the left and Gf

VV ∼
TCo:F
V TFe:H

V for polarization to the right. From there we can
conclude that Gr

VV < GVV < Gf
VV holds for the conductance.

The key feature of the organic MFTJs is the possibility to
control the transport spin polarization and TMR by ferroelectric
polarization orientation. We already found that interface spin
polarization for the Co interface is reversed with polarization
switching PCo:H > 0 and PCo:F < 0. Similar behavior is observed
for the Fe interface, where TFe:H

v < TFe:H
V and TFe:F

v >
TFe:F
V and thus the interface spin polarization changes sign from

PFe:H < 0 to PFe:F > 0 upon polarization switching. Moreover, the
spin polarizations of the Co and Fe interfaces are opposite.
Although the predicted TMR is positive for both orientations
of polarization, TMRr = PCo:HPFe:F > 0 and TMRf =
PCo:FPFe:H > 0, it is very different in magnitude because the
conductance is dominated by different spin channels.

Overall, employing ferroelectric organic thin films as tunnel
barriers in magnetic tunnel junctions brings new functionalities
to organic electronics and spintronics. The nature of ferroelectric
switching in organic polymers involves a physical change of the
atomic species at the interface that allows controlling the electron
and spin transport. The predicted giant TER, sizable TMR, and
the control of the interface spin polarization and TMR by
ferroelectric polarization switching involve interesting physics
and are promising for applications. We therefore hope that our
theoretical predictions will stimulate experimental studies of
magnetic tunnel junctions with organic ferroelectric barriers.
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